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SUMMARY —

This paper considers a ‘wing-selectionproblem sometimes encountered
in the preliminary design of supersonic alryl~es and..missile~. !I%e s ~-”.......
problem is to determine the span, section”thickness ratio; and skin thick- .:
ness or hollowness ratio of the wing of least drag when the ‘planform,
section shape, wing lift requirement, and flight conditions we assumed “““.-
known. The only titructuralrequirement considered in the analysi% is :

...——

that of bending stress which is assumed to be.csrried entirely by the “- “-’
skin. An analytical method is presented by means of which the optimum , .=

..-

wing dimensions can readily be obtained.

An example of the application of the method to a diamond wing at ‘...””
Mach number 2.0, for a range of specified flight conditions, is .prese.nted:.,..._
From this example, for supersonic flight at low aititudesj steelwings , =....,
appear to have appreciably less drag than aluminum wings; whereasj for

.—

high altitudes, the reverse appears to be true.. It is concluded from
the example that wings with thickness ratios; hollowness ratios, or -.

chords appreciably different from those given by the present method.may’ ‘-;
have considerably higher drags.

.. “-.—

INTRODUCTION

.
In the analysis of research data for supersonicwings and also in =H=_.__:._=

the preliminary design of supersonic airplanes and missiles, a need
often arises ~for a simple, quick meth”odof estimating the optimum size
and thickness of the wing for a specific application. The problem

.-

visualized here is one tiwhich the thickness, hollowness, and size of
the wing which will result in minimum drag .areto be estimated when”the

-.

plan form and section shape haye been previously selected”and the flight ---“.‘
conditions and the required wing lift are specified. Of the 6everal ‘“--““-----
structural criteria which the wing may finally be requiredto meetj o-fly-”

.
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the bending strength requirement is,
purpose of.this paper is.,tg present
solving this preliminary problem.
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considered in this ,problem. The +
— ..A

a simple analytical method for .-..—-.:. .—.- -k -

A simple criterion for selecting wing thickness has been given by
Jones (reference 1). This”criterion, which is based on a study of
minimum spar depths of conventional aiTcraf~ives the.maximum thiti-
ness of the wing atiits-root as one-fifteenth thedistance from the root
chord to ..thecentroid of area of the wing pqel, measured along the,-
maximum-thickness line. Various combinations of plan furinand profile ‘
shape may be–evaluated by compfiing them mqximum .lift-ti-agratios, the
thickness-chord ratic-determinedby the criterion being used in each
case. (The chord is selected so that the wing will have “mximum lift=
drag ratio at the design conditions, and the wing weight is negle~tid.) _

.-
—

,. —
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—
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Jones’ critirion is premised on the asmmption that the wing is of -Z
the conventional thin-skinned constructi~nj however, from considerations .—
thatrare given in the analysis of the present paper, it–appear8 that ‘ --~,*..A
supersonic;@ssil.eg:designed for flight at:lo.waltitudes should.ha.ve ““ :. _Q
nearly solid wings, which require considerably less over-all thickness
than do thin-skinned wings, for the same strength. Jones*’criterion

6

obviously could notib-e-?xpectedto apply for-this type of wi~.
.--.—

-.L

The method pre~ented-is approximat=in nz@re serving only as a“
rapid means for-determining optiqum wing dir~nsions.from ~he..dragstand.;.t ___
poififor use in preliminary-design studies. In the final analysis, a
more rigorous apprggc.hmust be employed which would consider such items .
as wing torsional strength, flutter}”and divergence. “. ---

.-

SYMBOLS ‘“
.—. .——

()CDC GO - CDf
A thickness drag factor L

~2”.

()7

Ax root cross-sectional area of.solid part of wing in streamwise -.

direction — :“&’‘“-

()CD - CDC *
B drag-rise factor L=

Cf .

.
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n
max

wing root chord

wing total-drag coefficient

wing skin-friction-drag coefficient

wing lift coefficient

total-drag force of both wing panels

wing semispan

()t23ratio of s&ction modulus,of a solid wing section to ~ c

ratio of moment of inertia about chord line to moment of .—

inertia about neutral axis yarallel to chord line, for a
solid wing section

ratio of distance between x-axis and x?-axis (fig. 1) to
radius of ~ation of solid wing section about chord line -

ratio of distance between x-axis and xf-”axisto distance from
neutral axis to outermost fiber, for a solid wing section

ratio of distance between x-axis and neutral axis to distance
from neutral ~is to outermost fiber, for a solid wing
section

ratio of area of a

ratio of voltie of

t2solid’wing section to ~c

one wing panel to ~h

hollowness ratio (ratio of maximum thickness of hollow part
of wing cross section to over-all thickness of cross

.—

section) (see fig. 1)

design Mach number
—

bending moment about wing root chord

normal load factor at design flight conditions
.-.-

maximum normal load factor anticipated
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N“ ratio of weight of a solid wing ot thickness given by equa-
tion (5) (~ assumed to be zero) to weight of.airplane minus
wing (see equation (9))

P ratia of..thicknessdrag to drag due to
for a solid wing of given chord (see

q stiesm dynsmic pressure

b“

. .

lifting pnly wing weight . -.
equation (12))

r ratio of chordwise extent of hollow part of wing cross section
to the wing chord (see fig. 1) ~

R ratio of’skin-friction drag”to drag.due to lif%h.g OnlY wing
weight for a solid wing of minimum thickness when ~ = O is
assmed (see equation (20))

s total area of bothwing panels

t maximum thickness of wing at root

v volume of the solid material in one wing panel

Wf weight of airplane minus wing .

Ww weight of both wing panels “

-..

.—

.<
.

—. .. ,. —

,. ... -

.-..—..—.-.

..-

‘- (r++$y
Y ratio of moment of inertia about neutral axis of a solid

.

.....
profile to that–of a hollow profile -- . +

Ycg

YCp

z

distance-frcm root chord to spanwise center of gravity of.-
wing ptiel. __ .

—
... ._.._—=

distance-from root chord to spanwise center of pressure ,-~

wing-root-section modulus (moment-of inertia of root section
divided by greatest distance from neutral axis) .

angle of attack .—

density of wing material. ., ..-—:--

~

Ycp
-----.... ----

.:
>.

maximum allowable stress .- ----
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ANAIYSIS

Outline of General Method

TWO of the basic objectives in the preliminary design of missile “
wings are:

(1) The wing should produce as little tiag as possible at
Mach number, altitude, and load factor and with a given weight
plane minus wing.

the design
of “air-

-.

(2) The wing shouid have sufficient strength that the maximum
allowable bending stress is not exceeded in flight at the maximum
anticipated load factor.

At supersonic speeds, the drag of a wing increases rapid<y with
wing thickness. Also, the size of a supersonic wing is small compared

. with that of a low-speed wing of the same load carrying capacity if the
wing is designed for flight at low or medi~ altitudes and at angles of
attack near that for maximum lift-drag ratio. Achieving the minimum“
thickness ratio, therefore, is a primary consideration in designing a
wing for least drag at supersonic speeds, while the wing weight is only
of secondary importance (except in the case of.wings designed for very
high altitudes where low static pressures necessitate-large wigg sizes).
For these reasons, the solidi~ of a supersonic wing is likely to be
much greater than that of subsonic wihgs.

These considerations lead to certain simpli~ing assumptions that
make possible a methodical selection of wing variables for the initial
stage of preliminary design. Thus, for a supersonic wing of high
solidity, jt can be assumed that all the bending strength bf the wi~
lies in the thick skin, that the wing weight.is compoqed entirely of
the skin, and that no useful load is carried inside the wing. These
assumptions permit the use of simple expressions.relati~. the simple “
beam bending stress developed in the wing, the wing weight, and the wing
drag to the thickness ratio, chord, and hollowness ratio (defined in this
paper as the ratio of the maximum thickness of the hollow @art of the

. wing section to the over-all thickness of the section, fig. 1).

If the assumption is made that the fusel~ec ontrib.utes no lift, the
●

lift developed by the wing-at the design flight condition must equal t%e
total airplane weight times the load factor. For a supersonic wing,
since the wing is considered to carry none of the useful load internally,
the total airplahe weight is made up
of the airplane minus wing) plus the

The present paper considers the
hollowness, and size-of a supersonic

of a fixed weight (the design weight
variable wing weight.

problem of selecting the thicmess, -=..““”+
wing so that it meets the two basic -
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objectives. The plan form, yrofile shape, type of skin thickness di~tri-
bution, and the material o&the wing are.asswed to.have been previously
selected, and the lift, drag, and spanwise.”c&rker-of.-pressurecharacter-
istics of the combination of plan.form and profile shape.hre assumed to.
be known for various thickness ratios.

The problem is approached in-this paper by consideri~ how the drag
varies as the thickness ratio is varied when the hollowness ratio and -
chord (size) are held constant. The drag of% supersonic.wfng of-given
hollowness.ratio and chord canb~ divided into”three parts: a thickness.
drag.which increases apyr.oximatelyas the square of the thickness ratio,
a drag due to lift which increases with thickness ratio (because of
increasing wing weight), and a constant skin-friction drag. In order -
to satisfy the two basic objectives, therefoie, the thickness ratio-of
the wing must be the smallest that is permitted by the second objective.
By considering only the bending stresses, and..byusing the simple beam _.
fotia, an -expressioncan be obtained for the iiinimumthickness ratio
as a.function af hollowness-ratioand chord. -“

Next, by making use of linear theory and the expression for minimum
thickness ratiomentioned previously, an equation canbe witt= which
gives the drag coefficient of the wi~”as a function of.hollowness ratio
and chord. A differentiation of this equation with”resTect to hollofiess
ratio permits evaluation of the hollowness ratio that satisfies the two
basic objectives as a function of.chord. “In’-orderto select the chord,
the total wing drag calc@ated by using the previously obtained values ‘“
of hollowness ratio and thickness ratfo can be plotted against chord.. By
locating the least-drag point; the value of “tilordthat satisfies the two”
basic objectives and the corresponding values~of hollowness ratio and
thickness ratio canbe found. This graphical selection of the chord is
relatively easy, whereas an analytical ”soluti.unwould be very difficult
to obtain. .-

.-

In case the value of chord-is dictated ~“other considerations, the”
thickness and holloiihessGf%he wing which ”satis~ the two--basicobjet- ‘
tives can still be determined by the”foregoing procedure with the last’”
step omitted.

Developmen&of Method

Selection of-thickness ratio for arbitrary hollowness ratia and
chord.- For.purposeE of this analysis, a wing-is considered sufficiently
strong if the maximum bending stress at the Egot secti”m given by,the
simple bea formula”is at all times less than-or equal to the maximwn
allowable stress. This assumption ignores additional stresses that are
present, particularly in the case of swept wings; however, it may be
possible to compensate to-a certain’efient for these effects by adjusting
the maximum allowable”stress. (Of course, additional criteria have a
bearing on the structural integrity of a wing :andwould have to be con-
sidered in a final desi~:)

.-
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With this assumption, the thickness ratio
objectives must be such as to give a wing-root4

7
I

satisfying the two basic
section modulus of

where ~ux is the maximum

the maximum allowable stress.

~ %ma~=—
‘a

bending moment

(1)

anticipated, ~d ua is

The root-section modulus Z depends on the thickness ratio and
chord of the root section and also on the hollowness of the wing. Fig- .
ure 1 shows the general type of hollow wing section that is considered
in this paper. The profile is of such shape that multiplication of all
ordinates by a constant factor gives a new profile.of the same shape but
of different thickness ratio. (This condition is satisfied exactly by
any profile made up of straight lines or arcs of parabolas having axes
perpendicular to the chord; however, profiles made up of circular arcs.
approximate the condition quite well.) The hollow space has the same
shape as the exterior profile but is not necessarily of the same thick-

* ness ratio. The ratio of the chordwise extent of the hollow space to
the total wing chord is denotedby r, and is considered a function of
the hollowness ratio m.,

In order to stiplify the present analysis, both m and r are
held constant along the span. The spanwise variation of skin thickness,
therefore, is determined by the variation of thickness ratio and chord
along the span. For exsmple, a rectangular wing of constant thickness
ratio must have constant skin thickness. However, even with the restric-
tion of constant values of m and r a rectangular wing can still be
designed with equal bending stress at all spanwise stations by decreasing ‘
the thickness ratio and the skin thickness toward the tip.

For the general type of hollow wing section considered herein
(fig. 1), the root-section modulus can be written

.

(2)

where
*

Y= 1+ %@: - ‘)m + 2(k2.- ‘)m’r - ‘2m3r + “’2 - ~~

(
1-1- k4 + k5)mr + k~2r

kp kp ‘3’ k4) and k
5

are constants depending only on the wing-

section shape, t is the thickness, and c, the chord, respectively, of
the root section. For profiles syr&etrical-

Y=l 3-mr

—. —

about the chord, Y becomes

—

. —

-...

—
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The bending moment-about the root chord-is caused partly by aero--- -.-- y::=
dmic forces and partly by mass forces., The aerodynamic forces can be

..-

resolved into a normal force and a chordwis-eforce, an~ the chordwise -..-A‘:
force further resolved into a drag component,~d a lifi.component. .When _____““.~.~
the lift componen~f the chordwise force is-neglected, the bending .
moment about the root chord is -. ..-.

.B.ti. ycg!$incos.

.—

2 Cos a
,,

.,=

.—
where Ycp and Ycg are the distances frmn the rootichord tw the span-

..
.. ...-—:

wise center of pressure and cent-erof gravity of the wing panel, respec- _.......
tively, Wv is the total weight of both wing panels, W* is the weight , .;

of the airplane minus wing; g is the normal.load factor, and a is the . .,___
angle o&attack. If Ycp is assumed to be independent of both the lift

coefficient and the thickness ratio, and cos”a is assumed equal to
unity; then the maximum bending moment~s

(3)

where ~ax is the maximum load factor anticipated and. ~ = 1 - *.
Ycp

The value.of ‘Ww in equation (3) can be expressed in terms of the.

wing geometry. For”tings having the general.type of cross section ...
shown in figure 1, the area of the solid part of the root cross section.
is

&=k6:c2(l -m)

where ‘6 depends only on the profile”shape. Then the volume of the

solid part of one wing panel’is -.

where k7 is a

cross-sectional
total weight of

constant depending only on the manner of variation of

area along the’.span,and h is the wing semispan. The.
both wing panels is

~ = 2k#7 ; C3(1 - nii)8 ; (kj

‘where 5 is the.density of the wing material.
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.
Substituting equations (2), (3), and (4) into ”equation (1) and

solving for t/c gives the minimum thickness ratio, in terms of chord
4 and hollowness”

t-=
c

ratio, as
.—. . :. -...

1?

(5)

Selection of hollowness ratio for arbitram chord.- The drag coef-
ficient of a supersonic wing ~ be written, within the accuracy of the
linear theory, as

“2
.CD =

()
*$ +

where A and B are constants that

BCL2 +
%

(6)

-.7..

depend only on the Mach number and
the wing plan fozm and profile shape, and cDf -is the skin-friction-

drag coefficient. (Whether the linear theory gives in this same form
the drag of awing with spanwise variation of thickness ratio has not
been determined.) The lift coefficient of the wing at design flight
conditions is

CL=4WQ
qs (7)

where n and q are the load factor and dynsmic pressure, respectively,
at design flight conditions, and S is the total area of both wing

a panels.

Now an expression is needed for the wing weight with hollowness
●

ratio and chord as the onl.vvariables. This e~ressfon can be obtained
by combining equations (k)yand (5)

1-

1N2Wfq (I -mr)2 +
ww=—

2 Y

to give -

-]
(8)
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where

—-

.

.-

+

If q equals zero, equation (8)

WV =

becomes

1 -mr
‘f f-y

(9) ‘“ -

(lo)

Thus N is the ratio of the weight of a solid wing of thickness given
by equation (~), calculated by assuming ~ equals zero, to the weight
of the,airplane minus wing. (For a solid

Combining equations (5) to (9) gives
of hollowness ratio and chord as

wing Y equals unity.) .-

.
the drag coefficient in terms :

.-
,

where

BWf2N2
CD =

{

(l+q)(l-mr)a+
X2 s 2C4

()()n ~

N2r12(l-mr)h+*+
2y2

rPN2q2 (1 -mr)2 + 2

/ 1

4 4(1 - mr)2 +++ (1-mr) +
2 # N272y F N2~2Y

L.

r 1

L.

-—

(11)

‘

*-

(I-2)
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The quantity P can be shown to equal the ratio of the thickness drag

to the drag due to lifting only the wing weight multiplied by the load
factor for a solid wing of given chord.

Diffe&ntiating equation (11) with respect to m gives
.- —

(13)

——

where

{[

Naqql - mr)(x+ 1)
Qi=P

Y
.+..J”&

and

(1 - Ln&’(x+ l)N2q2
Y-

1N2f(l-d —
Y

+

1 l!!!+3x+2 +(X+2) (l+ V)(l -W) +

i

(1-m)2+*+ ..

.- —

Equation (13) gives the slope bc~bm of the curve of CD against m.

[
If bCDam is set equal to zero, the equation defines the values of m

at whit slope is zero. For the simpler cases the value of m obtained

by setting Q equal to zero can be shown to give the minimum point on

the curve of CD against m.
. .. —



~us for a given chord, the hollowness ratio satisfying the two basic objectives cm be f-d,

since P, N, end’ ~ have been previously detensined, and Y and r EUW ~~ as ~ctfons

of m, from

~= (1-.)~{~:,)3+yxJi~*+~+.q:.,4+*}

[ ri(x+2J~&+ ,(,+,) ,+,

N&mr)2(x+l)+ x (l-mr)lx+l)l%a+ (1-mr)(3%t2)

Y(x+ 2)

(14)

For q equal to zero”, this equatiori becmmes

,,
,. m= -*(l _w)(N(i -&) +fY) :

,.
(15)

Equation (14) is plotted in fi&re 2 for wing sections symmetrical about the chort, for

r=m and V= 0.25. The type of hollow constmction detemulned by r = m gives uuiform skin
,thickness for a symmetrical double-wed& profile.

Selection of chord..- Equations (5) and (14) define the values of thickness andhollouness, ‘
E

that satisfy the two basic objectives, for arbitrary chord. NOW in order to select the chord, >
the drag of wings having thickness emd hollowness given by these equations can be computed and

E
plotted as a function of chord. The minimum drqg point on this plot locates the value of chord
satisfying the two basic objectives. 2

ul
-F

1

1’

,,

! ii:l’I “’ “ ‘

, .’ .,.
,, ,, ,,, , ,, },
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Procedure for Use of General Method .-

A general procedure for selecting the thickness ratio, hollowness .._ ;
ratio, and chord satisfying the two basic objectives can now be outlined
as follows:

(1) Select the design Mach number, altitude, maximum and design ~
load factors, t~e of wing hollowness, weight of airplane minus wing, ,-
and also the wing plan form, profile.shape, material.,and maximum allW-.__.. -l__
able bending stress. The lift-drag curves for wings of various thickness - ~ ~-
ratios and chords, having the plan form and profile.shape chosen,-mustbe -*-—-
known, as well as the spanwise center-of-pressure distance. .——

(2) Assume a value of wing chord. (Approximatemethods presented ‘“- .~~
subsequently can serve as a guide in the choice of chord. In case it —.

may be desired to find only the thickness and hollowness ratios satis-
-.

fying the two basic objectives for a given value of the wing chord, that
—

value may be used here.)

(3) Calculate N and NP

(4) Read hollowness ratio
the particular q and relation

(5) Calculate
and t/c from

which is equivalent

(6) Obtain the

nesd ratio sad CL,

Ww and CL

-.
from equations (9) and (12).

m from figure 2, or a similar plot for .—
between Y, r, and m considered.

from equations (8) and (7), respectimly, ...._
. . .——..—

(16)

to equation (5).

value of CD corresponding to the calculated thick-
effher from linear theory, higher-order theory,

>.”

or experiment, as desired.

(7’)Calcuiate the wing drag from

~=cDq~c2 (17) ‘

(8) Repeat steps (2)to (7) for other wing chords. Plot the values

“of ~ obtained aginst c, and determine the minimnunpoint on the curve
faired through these points. me values of thickness ratio, hollowness “’ “;.:
ratio, and chord at this p’ointare the values satisfying the two basic .-
objectives, for the given wing plan form, profile shape, and material,

..
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(9) Repeat st~w (1) to (8) for other Pl~ forms,.profile shapes, . -...
and materials, if desired.

&

Approximate Methods ——

In some cases it seems likely that the general method could be
modified by the introduction of further simplifying assumptions, without
appreciably affecting the validity of the results. In the following
analysis three approximate methods are developed. -.

Approximate method I (q = O).- The assumption that ~ equals ‘zero
brings about an appreciable simplificationof the general method, as has
already been seen in equations (10) and (15). By carrying uut the
differentiation with respect to chord, instead of hollowness ratio, a
simple equation results for the drag of a wing of arbitrary hollowness
ratio, with thickness ratio and chord chosen”to satisfy the two basic
objectives. This equation can be differentiated with respect to hollow-
ness ratio so that the three wing variables can be detemined without

,.

recourse to the trial-and-error procedure of the general method.
●

With the assumption that q = O, the wing drag becomes, from equa-
tion (11),

When this equation is differentiated
tive set equal to zero, the value of
objectim?s, for arbitrary hollowness

n

.
+cDt+2

f~
.—

(18)

with respect to c and the deriva-
chord satisfying the two basic
ratio, is obtained as

1
cc = (19). .

.

.

where ,=.: ..- .—

‘Df

T
(20)

-..
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(The quantity
due to lifting

R is the ratio of the skin-friction drag
only the wing weight, for a solid wing of

F ness, when q = O is
there results

Bn2Wf2

%
=—

!l~

assumed.)

_—.
to the drag .--—
minimum thick- _

Upon combining equations (18) and (19)

F+2(15 1

——

(21)

Equation (21) gives the drag of a wing of arbitrary hollowness ratio,
having thickness ratio and chord chosen to satis~ the two basic
objec~ives.

—.—

Differentiation of equation (21) yields

q
22

[

r+m~ ~X
‘nwf N 1+(1- mr)(x+2)+fi (x+2)

—=- —..
an =2 Y

q%
c

‘-” FF=

When ~ is set equal to zero, there are two possible.roots. However, ‘-
~m

the root obtainedby setting r + m% equal to zero merely cor-responds”

to a local maximum at m = O. Therefore, the hollowness ratio satisfying
the two basic ob~ectives may be found, since PN and R have been previ- ‘-” ‘-
ously determined and Y and r are known a’sfunctions of m, from

. ‘N=--i-w=+’l(22)

For the special case where r = m and the wing section is symmetrical.
about the chord line, equation (22) bec~es

,N=+j(:;+;~=] ’23)

Equation (23) is plotted in figure 3. ----
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The procedure
follows:-- ---

(1) Calculate
values of .A, B,

experiment.

for using

NT and
C%, and

approximate method I is summarized as :..- —
.

R frcnnequations (9), (12), and (20), with “

Ycpp determined either frcm theory or
.—.
—

(2) Read holl-ess ratio m from fimre 3, or a s~lhrplot Of . ..:. . — —.
equation (22) for the particular type of w~ng cross section considered.

(3) Calculate thewing chord and thickness ratio .fzwm equations (19)
and (16), respectively.

(k) Calculate the drag of the resulting wing
hollowness ratioj and chord chosen to satisfy the
from equation (21).

with thickness ratio,
two basic objectives,

.-

Approximate method II (m= O).- In some cases the weight of a super-.
sonic wing would probably be only a small fraction of the”t”otal airplme-” ‘“

.=..—

weight. In such cases, the saving in drag possible through hollowing
the wing would be negligible. With the assumption of zero hollowness
ratio, the chord and thickness ratio that satisfy the two basic objet-

. -.

tives-become (from equations (19) and (16), with ~ = o) ●

(24) ““”-

rYcp
— %%ax~-= 1 c

c F (29 - ‘“
‘X”a

The drag of a wing having these values of thickness and chord is, from
equation (21),

Bn% 2

(
f ‘PN+2~~i+2%=—’ s C2 )

(26) .
q~

-.

Approximate method III (Ww= O).- The-analysis can be further ..-
simplified by assuming that the wing weight..can be neglected entirely.
Then equations (6), (7), and-(16) combine to give the nondimensional

. .
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wing drag parameter ~~Wf (which, for this approximation,
the inverse of the lift-drag ratio, since the wing weight is

● as

s Ycp *——

L A

Differentiating this equation with

derivative equal
a minimum as

Then the drag of

to zero gives the

CL2

17

is merely

neglected)

respect to CL and setting the

(27) .._ __—.—

Ilift coefficient at which ~ nWf is

cDf
=—

B (28) .
b

wings having values of thickness ratio and chord that
satisfy the two basi~ objectives is foundby substituting equation (28)
into equation (27) to give

~ Ycp
.—

,l?=c2c Aq%+2c B
nWf” 2k~ aan G

(.29)

Equation (29) describes the lifting efficiency at design flight
conditions of the given combination of plan form and profile shape for
all “casesin which the weight of the wing can be neglected. With equa-
tion (29),the efficiency of wings haying various combinations of plan
form and profile shape can be compared as a function of the single
design parsmeter q~m/uan and the Mach number, as long as the wing
weight is negligible. Such a comparison couldbe of use to the designer
in making a ccnupromisebetween lifting efficiency and other requirements
of a particular design. -—f

It shouldbe observed that the maximum lift-drag ratio L/D for
wings of given bending strength occurs at a value of C~. (see equa-

tion (28)) smaller than that corresponding to the max& L/D ;or—
given t/c, which is 7

.
,

()
sAt2:cDfCL2 B ~

B

To see the reason for this difference, consider
wing varies with chord, for a constant value of

a
—

how-the strength of
t/c. For a wing

a
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supporting a given load, the bending rngmeptiisproportional to the chord
(when a constant plan form is assmed). The section modulus is propor-
tional to the cube of the chord. Thus the bending stress given by the
simple beam formula is inversely proportional to the square of the chord,
and therefore directly proportional to the design lift coefficient CL.

Now as the design CL is made to approach the value for maximum L/D
for a given t/c, the increase in L/D associated with an incremental
change in .CL approaches zero, whereas the bending stress continues tu-

increase in proportion to ‘L” Thus, the last small increment in CL

before the CL for msximum L/D is reached gives an insignificant

increase in L/D at the expense .ofa finite increase in the bending
stress. Hence, in order to obtain maximum L/D for a given bending
stress, it is.better to use a design CL smaller than that for maximum

L/D at a given t/c and go to a smaller t/c, thus-a finitt-increase -
in L/D along with the finite increase in bending stress is obtained.
As an exsmple, the maximum L/D at Mach number 2.0 of a 10-percent-thick
dismond wing of the type described subsequently is 4.44. However, a
6.7-percent-thick dismond wing operating at a smaller CL where the same

bending stress id developed gives an. L/D of 5.34. The maximum L/D of
the 6.>percent-thick wing is 6.14, but the wing is not strong enough to
go to its m=@.un L/D without exceeding the assumed stress.

.-
-.

8.

,‘.

——.—--

—

.-

..,._

. .

—

It .isof interest to note that equation (29) can be written as

%=

q

where AR is the-aspect ratio and X is~e taper .ratio..{ratio of tip
chord to root chord). Now variations in AR and k are accompaniedby

—-

relatively small changes in A, B, and y
I

Cp h as long as the leading
and trailing edges are supersonic and i?.,the_tip .disturbaqce fr~ one
wing does not influence the other.

—..-,—
It appears, therefore, that a super;

~onic wing designed
small aspect. ratioj
unity.

for least drag should ha=- zero taper-ratio and a __._..
at least for Mach numbers appreciably exceeding . .--

EXAMPLE .—

In order to illustrate the foregoing methods and to sh~ the rela-. _
tive importance of the various factors in a typical case, the process of
selecting the thickness, hollowness, and”size of a diamond wing to
satisfy the two basic objectives for a range of design flight conditions “--“----
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.

at Mach number 2.0 is described. The plan form chosen for this exsmple
has an aspect ratio of 4.() and the profile is a symmetrical double

. wedge. (See fig. 4.)

For the diamond wing considered, the geometric constsmts required
for the analysis are

k2=l

‘3=k4=k5=0

l@

k7=*

The relation r = m, which gives uniform skin thickness for the double-
wedge profile, is used. (Of course, the skin thickness will decrease
linearly to zero at the wing tip, since m is assumed to be constant
along the span.)

.

The lift-drag polars of the dlsmond wing are given by linear theory
as.

CD= p.37@2 + o.445&)2 + 0.005 (30)

where a skin-friction-drag coefficient of 0.005 has been arbitrarily
assumed. (While this value cannot be correct at all the Reynolds
numbers occurring in the example, it is believed that use of a skin-
friction coefficient varying with Reynolds nuniberwould have little
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effect on the comparisons presented here.)
wise center-of-pressure distanceas

NACA TN 2n4

Linear theory gives the span-

Ycp—= 0.347
c

In.oFder to illustrate the application of the general method, con--.
sider the problem dflsekcting the thic~ess,~..holl~ess~ and size.‘f
the diamond wing described previously to sat~gfy the two basic objectives
for the following design conditions:

.

M= .2.0

= 40,000pounds ”per square .Wh ,., . .,aa —

‘f = ~,000 pounds 4..

5 = 0.1 pound per cubic inch (aluminum. . :

18.9 poun”dsper &quam-inch (ap~ro~: 20,000-ft altitude). .q=

“%ax=8”” L””””
—

n=l

An a~proximate value of the chord satisfying the two basic objectives
CEUI be obtained”frcm equation (24) with ~ .,s@ equ91 to Zero.(whiC.h

-Equation (24) becomescorresponds to neglecting the wing weight).

C2 =

r“

‘Wf. B ,.
S CDf ‘--

q? ..c .

..

.—

and the approximate chord $s “foundto be 15 inc@s? For this chord,
the values of N tid PN are calculated frti equations (9) ad (12). .
Thus

N= 0.107 ‘

PN = 7.35

+:.-

.- . ..

#-
.L-.Q

._ .&

.

—

.:

.

..,. —

. .

,.. —

—

,—
L.. — . ..:-. -..+

.-.

.
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-—-. -=.-

.
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From figure 2; the hollowness ratio for a chord of lx inches, corre-
sponding to N = 0.107 and PN = 7.35$ is determined t? be 0.372.
Then substitution in equations (7), (8), and (16) gives

Wv = 4730 pounds

t
.

-= 0.0414
c

CL = 0.116

. ..
.

*

From equation (30) the wing drag coefficient is found to be 0.0151, which,
when substituted into equation (17), gives a wing drag,of 71OO pounds.

The foregoing procedure must be carried out for several other values
of the chord in the neighborhood of lx inches. F’rornthe resulting curve
of wing drag against chord, shown to a small scale in figure 5, the opti-
mum chord for the given conditions can be’seen to be about lx inches.
Thus for the given conditions, a chord of 158 inches, a hollowness ratio
of 0.372, and a thickness-chord ratio of 0.0414 satisfy the two basic
design objectives.

,..-.—

. ,-.—

,...:

—

The process of selecting thickness, hollowness, and size may be “ “-
carried out in like manner for other design conditions. Figure 6 shows
a plot of the drag parueter ~/nWf of dismond wings having values of. .,._..-

thickness ratio, hollowness ratio, and chord chosen to satisfy the two
basic objectives calculated by the general method aid also by the three . .....z
approximate methods, for a range of design conditions.

Figures 7, 8,” and 9 present the chords, hollowness ratios, and
......

thickness ratios, respectively, as functions of altitude. These fig-
ures show, for any altitude, the chord, the hollowness ratio, and the

..—

thickness ratio that satisfy the two basic objectives. -,

DISCUSSION

Figure 6 compares the drag of diamond wings at various design
flight conditions calculated by the general method and also by the three
approximate methods. Approximate method I, in which ~ is assumed

..—

equal to zero, appears to give a good approximation to the general ..
method, even at the higher altitudes. Approximate methods 11 and III 1- -J
agree ~easonably well ~ith the general me~hod at low design altitudes, .“
but diverge greatly from the general method at high altitudes. The
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agreement of approximatemethods II and III becomes better as the alr-
-. m ,-—,.-

plgne weight is decreased or as the-ratio ot~lbwable bending s~res~ : --.~=..~:.[-~
to msximum anticipated load factor is increased.

—. -—.

The difference between the values a-tiiig drtig”calculatedby
-.— m-..—

approximate methods II and 111 depends‘onthe ratio of.win~ weight to “-” “, ““.~.
----—

the weightof the rest of tie airplane,
I

Ww Wf. The wing weight. ..” :~-i;.:

increases as the design altitude of the wing is increased) since larger . “-~...:~:~
wing sizes are required at thehigher altitudes. Also, decreasing
Ua/~a increases..thewing weight by requix@g a greater t-hicknessrakio .:.:;~~

for sufficient strength.
I

The ratio Ww Wf also increases with Wf. .; .; ..1;

Thus, the difference between the-two”methods increases with altitude
and is greater-at the higher value Qf Wf- aiid/orlower value of

/‘a %naw
as shown in figure.6. -- -... .- ---- -..-..—----

Figure 7 shows-how the chord selected by the general and approximate
methods increases as the design ‘altitudeis increased, so that the wing-
will remain at an angle of attack correspondirigto the efficient part of
the lift-drag polar. Howev@i,””~nthe ““caseof the solid wing (approxim-
ate method II) at Wf = 50,000 pounds; the i-ingweight at=high altitudes

is so great that the least drag is obtained by making the wing smaller “-
thariin the other cases and flyfng at an ang~e ofattack beyond the range
for greatest lift-drag ratio.

Values of’hollowness ratio chosen ti satis~ the two”basic objec-
tives are shown in figure.8 as a function of:design altihiej ‘fortwo
values of .Wf. At low altitudes the wing size “issmall, and the wing

weight is a small fraction of total airplane weight; therefore, a high ~
solidity, which reduces the thickness drdg, ~~n be used without gr~atilY
affecting the airplane weight. On the otheraand, at high altitudes the
wing weight is large and a large smount ofhollowness is,required. At
the lower value of. Wf the wing weight is asmaller fraction of. Wf, and

consequently the hollowness ratios-are sm-all~. ‘-

Figure 9 shows values of the thickness ratio chosen to satisfy the
two basic objectives. The increase hwing chord with increasing
altitude noted in figure 7 allows the thickness ratios of solid wings
(approximatemethods II “andIII) to be decreased at the higher altitudes”
without exceeding the limiting stress. For wings with hollowness
selected by””thegeneral method or approximatel-rnethodI,the large amount:$
of hollowness required at high altitudes prevent the thickness ratio frmn
being as low-as fox solid wings.

—.

—. .....4-

A .. .- -*..*

.- .—
—---:.

P -y
..-

.:: .’ v-

.- -. -
---

.—
..

.-=
-.

. —..=

..-

. .
— -.-

---
—

~ —--

-
.— -.—. .-

.-,+
..

.::
. . .—

Figure 10 cornpares,thedrag af aluminm and steel wings calcula~
..- —--

by the general method for the sane design coriditions,the maximum allow-
,-..

able stress for steel being assumed to be exactly twice that of altiinum.
-. —.-

—.
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For low and medium altitudes (where “dynamic
are high),steel wings appear to be superior

23

..——
pressure and wing loading .:‘_:._-”“’“;
to aluminum ones, e-specially.

if alloy-steels more than twice as strong as aluminum are used; whereas, ‘
for high altitudes,the reverse appears to be true. (Steel wings also . ... ___
have other advantages in connection with strength at high temperatures, .-

stiffness, and so forth.)
—.

Fi~_refi5, 11, 12; and 13”illustrate the effect on the drag of
diamond wings of an arbitrary choice of chord, wing loading, hollowness ‘“ ..

.——.

ratio; or thickness ratio, respectively. In each of.these figures one ‘---; “1
of the variables (chord (wing loading), hollowness ratio, or thickness
ratio) is chosen arbitrarily, and the other two are then selected to _
satisfy the two basic objectives. Figure 5, showing arbitrary chord,
was obtained by the general method. The other three figures were obtained .,
by methods similar to the general method. These figures show that a con- ““.- “ .
siderable penalty in drag at design flight conditions may result if a
value of chord, wing loading, hollowness ratio, or thickness ratio aPPre-. ____.
ciably different.from that gitienby the present “methodis used.

. ..—.

It should be”noted that the present analysis does not allow for the.
weight of internal bracing and stiffeners that would be necessary in
cases where the hollowness ratio is large. For this reason, the curve
in _?igure6(a) calculated by the general method probably indicates
lower drag values for high altitudes than could actually be obtained.

In deriving the present method, the spanwise distance to the center
of pressure ycp was assumed to be constant for wings of given”q?lan

..—

form and profile shape; however, in practice ycp may vary with angle .—
.-:.-

of attack. In such a case the value of ycp corresponding to ~m
would have to be used.

CONCLUSIONS

A method suitable for use in the ftrst stage of preliminary super-
. sonic missile wing design hasbeen devised. The method enables .the

—.
..—

analytical selection of the thickness, hollowness, and size of a super-
sonic wing of given plan form and profile shape, having known aerodynamic

. characteristics, such that the wing will have least drag at specified
flight conditions and yet retain sufficient bending strength. F~om an . “_”””””--~-
application of this method to a diamond wing at Mach number,,2.0,the ____
following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The values of thickness, hollowness, and size of a supersonic. ---~ ‘----
wing that give least drag at specified flight conditions.depend to a .“
marked extent on the particular flight conditions. —
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i.. .
2. Over a certain range of specified ~ght. conditions, the general ~

method of selecting thickness hollowness,-“andsize of supersonic wings
for least drag presented tithis paper can-%-ereplaced by stipler appr~ti-~ ‘~””~””~
mate methods with little loss in accuracy. One of-these approx~a~ ._, .:
methods, which neglects wing weight-,gives the best lift-drag ratio of a

—......+-...-

given combination.ofplan Yorm tid yrofile~aape,a~a giyenMach n~& ‘..<””~~~
as a function of a single,design parameter.-..

.— —.
———

.-

3. For supersonic flight at low altitudes, steel wi~s” appear to ““” ‘---

offer a reduction in drag over that of aluminum wi~sj whereas, for hi& ““
. ,.-.

altitudes, the reverse appears to be true. -

~. Wi%S with thickness ratios, hollowness ratios, or~hords “ ““”-”‘: ‘-’”=”””=
appreciably different from those obtained by-the ‘Presentmethod m~ have - ““--
considerably higher drags. I —. ...,._=.-. -.—

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
..—— 6—

National “AdvisoryCommittee for Aeronautics -.,.,.:
Langley Field, Vs., June 6, 1951 ‘- .- ., ...-

.
.
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Figure 5.- Drag of diamond wings of arbitrary chord, having thickness
and hollowness ratios chosen to satis~ the two basic objectives.
General method. Wf = 50,000 pounds; q = 18.9 pounds per”square inch

(20,000 ft altitude); &= 5,000 pounds per square inch. Double-

wedge profile; aspect ratio, 4.0; Mach number, 2.0; alwninum wings;
r = m; CDf = 0.005; n = 1.
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Figure 6.- Drag of diamond wings having thi-c-k.nessratios} hollowness
ratios, and chords chosen to satisfy the two basic objectives.
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Double-wedge profile; aspect ratio, 4,O; Mach nuniber,2.0; aluminum
WiIlgSj r = mj Cl)f = 0.00~j 11 = 1* ‘-- .. .. .L ..-
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Figure 10.- Comparison of drag of diamond wings of aluminum and of
* steel construction, having thickness ratios, hollowness ratios, and

chords chosen to satisfy the two basic objectives. General method.
Wf = 50,000 pounds; double-wedge profile; aspect ratio, 4.0; Mach
number, 2.0; r = m; CDf = 0.005; n = 1.
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